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1. INTRODUCTION 
To solve numerically a given differential equation a finite-difference 
equation is often constructed. The solutions of the difference equation are 
then intended to approximate corresponding solutions of the original differen- 
tial equation. The difference equation, and its solutions, generally depend 
on a parameter, the so-called mesh width or step size. We shall deal with the 
problem to find conditions upon the difference equation which are necessary 
and sufficient for the convergence (if the step size tends to zero) of the 
solutions of the difference equation to the corresponding solutions of the 
differential equation. 
Lax’s equivalence theorem (see [l], pp. 38-47) states that a consistent 
finite-difference approximation to the initial-value problem 
-g.(r) = Au(t), 0 < t < T, u(0) = 110 
is convergent if and only if it is stable (a precise definition of these concepts 
follows in Section 2). a is a linear operator with domain and range in a 
Banach space !I$ and the initial-value problem is assumed to be properly 
posed (in the sense of [1], p. 40). Lax’s theorem can be generalized so as 
to include semilinear problems of the type 
0 < t < T, u(O) = u. , 
where f is a Lipschitz bounded function from b into B (see Ansorge [2]). 
Here again, stability and convergence of an approximation are equivalent, 
provided that the approximation is consistent. 
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In this paper we investigate under what conditions these theorems can 
be extended in such a way that an “ arbitrary” approximation is convergent 
if and only if it is both stable and consistent. In Section 2 the concept of 
quasi-consistency is introduced. The requirement that an arbitrary approxi- 
mation is quasi-consistent, is much weaker than the requirement that it is 
consistent. In Section 3 we shall show that for a convergent approximation 
quasi-consistency and consistency are equivalent. This leads to the result 
(see Section 4) that a quasi-consistent approximation is convergent if and 
only if it is both stable and consistent. 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
Let 8 be a real Banach space and let A be a (not necessarily linear) operator 
from a set BjA C B into 8. Let D be a subset of BA which is dense in 2X We 
assume that for each ~a E D the initial-value problem 
-f&(t) = Au(t), 0 < t < T, u(O) = u,, (1) 
has a unique solution u(t) which is uniformly differentiable for 0 < 16 T. 
Furthermore, we assume that (E(2): 0 < t < T} is a set of operators from 
B into 8 satisfying the conditions: 
(a) I?(+,, = u(t), 0 < 2 < T, if u,, E D and u(t) is the corresponding 
solution of (1). 
(b) the set of operators {E(t): 0 < t < T} is equicontinuous on 9. (all 
of these requirements are fulfilled if (1) is properly posed in the sense of 
[3], cf. also [I], pp. 38-40). E(t) may be called the generalized solution operator 
of (1). 
Let At be an increment of the variable t, the so-called step size, with 
0 <At < some constant r < T. We assume that approximations u,, of 
E(dt)u, are obtained successively from the relations 
11 - C(At)u, n+1 - (n = 0, 1, 2 ,...) and (n + 1) * At < T), (2) 
where the difference operator C(At) satisfies 
C(At) = C(At) + At -g(At), (3) 
for 0 < At < T. c(At) and g(At) are operators with domain b and range in 
d. c(At) is linear and bounded (for each At E (0, T]) and g(At) satisfies 
IIg(At)u -gW)fill <L-llu -511 (4) 
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(uniformly for 11, ii E 8,O < .4t < 7; L < Oo), 
ligw)Plll f M < * (for 0 < At < 7). (5) 
In view of the form (3) of the operator C(A), A will generally be of the 
form A = A + f where A is linear and f satisfies a Lipschitz condition on ‘B 
(cf. the Introduction), but whether A is of this form or not is not essential 
for the present discussion. 
From (2) it follows that the approximation u, equals Cn(di)u, . 
DEFINITION. The operators C(dt) provide a convergent approximation if 
jjtFo o<F< Jl C”W uo - E(nAt) u. I] = 0, for all u0 E 93. . . 
DEFINITION. The operators C(At) provide a stable approximation $ there 
are constants 7l E (0, T], (Y > 0 such that 
Wkt&?VWUOjVi,5~,yi and gi are vectors SatZif$?g 
yo = 110 + 00, 90 = +I i 50, 
and 
Y n+l = WW yn + vn+l 7 
JL+1 = ‘W)% -I- fin+1 
(n = 0, l,..., N - l), where 0 < At < TV, NAt < T. 
Hence stability means that the difference between the obtained values 
yN and jjN is small, provided that their respective perturbations vi and 
Ei (i = 0, l,..., N) differ only slightly. 
DEFINITION. The operators C(At) prov,ide a consistent approximation ;f 
for all u(t) = E( t)u, with u,~aset%JlCCwhichisabzseind,wehave 
C(At) - Z 
$311 At u(t) - Au(t) !I, uniformly for 0 < t < T. 
The symbol Z denotes the identity. Roughly speaking, consistency means 
that the differential equation (1) is appropriately approximated by the 
difference equation (2). 
For quite similar definitions of convergence, stability and consistency we 
refer to [l], [3], [4]. For a C(At) of the form (3) the above definition of 
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convergence is equivalent to the definition of Lax ([I], p. 43) and the above 
definition of stability is equivalent to the one used by Ansorge ([2]). 
DEFINITION. The operators C(At) provide a quasi-constitent approximation 
iffor all u(t) = E(t) u,, with u,, E a set % C 3 which is dense in 8, we have 
At-0 II At 
u(t) - w(t) (1 = 0, uniformly for 0 < t < T, 
where w(t) ti some vector-valued function (which may depend on I(,,). 
We note that the requirement of quasi-consistency is quite similar to the 
requirement in [4], p. 171, (P3), second part. 
3. THE EQUIVALENCE OF QUASI-CONSISTENCY AND CONSISTENCY 
Let the approximation C(At) be convergent. Then it follows (cf. [2]) that 
there are constants p E (0, co), ra E (0, T] such that 
;I @Wll G B (uniformly for 0 < nAt < T, 0 < At < 7.J. (6) 
As a consequence the operators C(At) are stable (cf. 141, Theorem 1 
(p = k = l)), and in particular we have 
II C”(At) u - Cn(At) 12 11 < (Y . 11 u - 1111 (7) 
(forallu,u”~?B,O<nAt<T,O<At<~J. 
In the proof of the following lemma we shall use the fact that for an arbitrary 
u E 8 the function E(t)u is continuous for 0 < t < T. For u E D this follows 
immediately from the differentiability of E(t)u. If I( does not belong to II) 
we can choose a sequence vr , va , va ,... of vectors E %J with lim,,, vk = u, 
and we have 
ii E(t,) u - E(h) u I[ < I\ E(t,) u - E(t,) Ok 11 
+ 11 E(t,) vk - E&J v,II + 11 E(h) vk - EPA U 11, 
for 0 < t, < t, 6 T. Since the operators {E(t) : 0 ,< t < T} are equi- 
continuous on 9, it follows that E(t)u is continuous for 0 < t < T. 
LEMMA. Let the approximation C(At) be convergent. Then consistency and 
quasi-consiste7zcy are equivaknt. 
PROOF. If C(At) is consistent, then C(At) is quasi-consistent with X = !UI 
and w(t) = AE(t)u, . 
T o prove that, conversely, quasi-consistency implies consistency, let 
u0 E %, 0 < s < T, w = w(s) and v = u(s) = E(s)u, . We shall show that 
w(s) = Au(s). 
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A. Let t be a fixed number, 0 < r < T - s and ndt = t. We have 
n-1 
C”(At) a - w = c (C(Al) - I) Cj(At) VI. 
PO 
Hence we can write 
where 
@(At) v - w = P(At) + Q(At) + R(At) + S(At), (8) 
Q(At) = At - 7 (0 v ZJ - COW), 
j=O 
and 
n-1 
R(At) = At - C (Cjw - ECjdt) w), 
j=O 
n-1 
S(At) = At * c E(jAt)w. 
l-=0 
B. From the definition of the quantities Q, H, and S it follows that for 
fixed nAt = t: 
,c---I ’ 
;: Q(At)ll < nAt . a. - 
II At 
v-w -+O (At-to), 
0 
(in view of (7)), 
,I R(At)jr < nAt . Jo% I, Cj(At) w - E(jAt) w jJ + 0 (At - Oh 
and 
jfyo S(At) = 1’ E(5) w d< 
0 
(since E({)w is continuous for 0 < 5 < T; for the definition of integrals 
of vector-valued functions see [5], p. 200). 
For integers m satisfying s < mAt < s + At we have (if At < T -- s, 
At < 71) 
j: C”E(s) u. - CnCmuo (! < a - iJ E(s) u. - E(mdt) u. (i 
+ a * (E(mAt) u. - P(At) u. 11. 
The right-hand side of this inequality tends to zero (if At + O), hence for 
fixed ndt = t: 
lim P(At) Y = &m. Cn(At) E(s) u. = ,‘ilo C*+m(At) u. = E(s + t) u,, . 
Af+O + 
409/19/I-9 
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Consequently, letting At -+ 0 (ndt = t) in (8), we obtain 
E(s + i) Yg - w = p&yAt) + 1’ E(5) w fit 
0 
(if 0 < t < T - s). 
(9) 
In general P(dt) does not vanish, since C(At) may be nonlinear. It will be 
proved below that 
II PW)ll G Y * t* (10) 
for 0 < At < some constant 7s , and for a constant y < co which is in- 
dependent of At and t < T - s. 
Differentiation with respect to t at the point t = 0 (t > 0) of both members 
of (9) yields (in view of (10)) 
f E(s) u. = E(O) w, i.e. Au(s) = w(s). 
Together with the quasi-consistency this proves the consistency with 
901 = x. 
C. Now we shall prove (10). 
Since 
1-l 
Ci - cj = c cyc - C) C'-l-f, 
f-o 
we get from (3): 
1-l 
Cj = 0 + At . c ()‘Cf-l-i 0’ = 1, 2, 3 ,... ). (11) 
f-0 
In view of (3) and (11) we obtain (for j > 1) 
1% (C? + At z &Y-l-i) + p[ 
+ g) + At jz c(rgCj-1-i q/ 
f-0 
= 
- 
I 
c(ig + At ‘2 cgcj-1-f ’ - I 
i-o -E--’ I 
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Since 
i-l j-1 
(C -Z) c CYgc- = og -gCf-1 + c C'i(gcr-r ‘-ggc'-l-'), 
i-0 i=l 
it follows that 
c-z dt CY - cj q = 5 c(i(gCj-i -ggcj-l-i) 
i-0 
d-1 
- At 1 (')gCj-l-i y. 
i-0 
Consequently (cf. (4), (5), (6), (7)): 
II 
c-z dt CJV - 0 y v 
II 
j-1 
< /?L . C 1) Cj-i-l[Cv] - Cj-l-f[ejll\ 
i-0 
+ At . p . z [(IgCj-1-i [T v] - gcj-I-i[O]/( 
Since [C(At) - I/At] v + w and C’(At)[O] + E(iAt)[O] (uniformly for 
0 < idt < T) for dt + 0 we obtain the inequality 
for some constant y > O(j = 0, 1,2,...; jAt < T; 0 < At < some constant 
7,). In view of the definition of P(h), it follows that 
n-1 
I( P(At)Ji < 2~ * (At)y * c j = y * n(n - 1) * (A)*, 
j-0 
from which we get relation (10). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
4. AN EQUIVALENCE THEOREM 
As has been pointed out in the beginning of Section 3, a convergent 
approximation C(At) is stable. If C(At) is both stable and consistent, then 
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it is convergent (cf. [3], p. 182; [4], Theorem 2 (p = k = 1)). Hence, we 
have the 
EQUIVALENCE THEOKEM. Let C(At) be of the form (3) and quasi-consistent. 
Then the approximation C(At) is convergent if and only ;f the approximation 
is both stable and consistent. 
REMARKS. 1. The requirement that C(At) is quasi-consistent may be 
omitted in the above theorem, if e((At) = I, the identity. 
2. In general, the condition of quasi-consistency cannot be omitted, as 
follows from the following counterexample: 
Let 9 be the vector space of all real continuous functions v with domain 
- 03 < x < + co and limlz,,, v(x) = 0. Let )I v I] = max-,(,(, 1 v(x) I for 
v E 8. The operator A is defined by (Av)(x) = (d/h) v(x), for functions v 
which have a derivative (d/dr) v E 23. The corresponding solution operator 
is 
w %)(X) = %(X 4 t>, O<t<T. 
We define 
(WW v)(x) = vM-4) for vE!B, --oo<x<foo, 
where 
1 
x + At (x < -At; x > +At) 
a(x) = 2 * (x + At) (-At<x<O) 
2.At (0 < x < At) 
C(At) is of the form (3), with g(At) = 0. It is easily verified that C(Af) is 
convergent, but not quasi-consistent and hence not consistent. 
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